Henry and Mudge Under the Yellow Moon

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ chipmunks  A. a place where many trees grow
2. _____ south  B. took something such as a flower, a fruit, or a vegetable from a plant
3. _____ picked  C. breathing in through the nose in order to smell something
4. _____ sniffing  D. the direction to your right as you face the sunrise
5. _____ woods  E. animals that look like small squirrels with stripes on their backs

Directions: Circle the word that best completes each sentence, and write the letter in the blank.

6. Mudge loved ____ the ground.
   a. picked  b. chipmunks  c. sniffing

7. Henry ____ apples and Mudge licked apples.
   a. sniffing  b. chipmunks  c. picked

8. Henry liked counting the birds flying ____.
   a. south  b. picked  c. woods

9. Henry and his big dog Mudge took long walks in the ____.
   a. south  b. woods  c. picked

10. Mudge liked watching for busy ____.
    a. chipmunks  b. picked  c. woods